
ROOT CHAKRA

I am NOT worthy

I am NOT safe

I am NOT free

I AM POWERLESS: The Ego Integrates the Root Chakra

 

 
 

What created these programs? 
 

 
Where were you during your first seven years?

 
 

Humiliated, devalued, degraded, unprotected, unseen, ignored,
belittled, abused, misunderstood, limited, fear guided, molested,

rejected, abandoned, under nurtured, over nurtured, trapped,
ignored, betrayed, punished for being authentic or used?

 
 

Each of these traumas left unprocessed, produced three new
identities within you. These identities create survival

mechanisms to help you COPE with trauma.
 
 

First you RUN away from it
Then you RUN toward it

Then you BECOME it
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Identities created in trauma

 

  

Run Away: One who hides from pain - becomes addicted to creating

worth, safety, and freedom

 

2. Run Toward: One who seeks more of this pain - addicted to other

things that are unsafe, unfree, and unworthy

 

3. Become It: One who becomes the pain maker - addiction to

projecting similar pain onto others

 

All three new identities were created from deep feelings of

disempowerment.

 

I MUST SURVIVE ------------resistance to trauma--------------I MUST DIE

 

 Powerlessness says….”I will never be unworthy again” which creates

an addiction to avoid this feeling (victim). 

 

Nervous system says.... Flight, run, hide, forget, bury, deny, avoid.

 

I will not feel this now…. What addiction do you use in the moment to

numb the feeling of powerlessness?
 

1.
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Run Away - One who hides from I am NOT

 
Study more to feel more qualified
Work harder at your job, stay busy to feel purpose
Help more people feel worthy
People pleaser, rescuer 
Become codependent on a false power (who’s taking care of you?)
Isolate yourself from people and things  that can hurt you 
Hides authentic self  
Shut down personality, judgmental. Sees in black and white 
Struggles  finishes projects or tasks
Constant disappointment from expectations
Constant change of mind 
Constant body issues - weight, back problems, headaches, digestion 
Sabotages in the level up phase 
Focus on success of material wealth and outside beauty to fix their emotions
Uses fear and worry to stay idle
Commitment issues 
Alteration of appearance, job, home, people when REMINDED of powerlessness
Perfectionism 
High level need for attention 
High level need to be invisible 
Obsessive over security and personal safety 
Over protective of loved ones
Neglects emotional work 
Negative self-talk 
 Creates accidents
 Chronic Illness such as fatigue 
Gets ghosted, Ghosts others 
Emotional grief – I can’t have what I want
Anxiety , panic
Feels fear when people succeed
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Run Towards - One who is attracted to the I am NOT  

I MUST STAY THE I AM NOT

 
Attracted to people who hurt you 

Codependency on others that highlight your I AM NOT

 Attract lots of people, clients friends  who are also living the I AM not 

Isolating while judging comparing staking others 

Grief based desire and fantasies 

Substances that create false sense of power, comfort, or numbing 

New places, relationships, jobs, appearances 

Rejects help but always NEEDS help 

Feels trapped, creates life of being trapped 

Creates safety and security issues over and over again

Wastes time, procrastinates 

Sabotages freedom, safety, and worth with excited choices

Disease 

Neediness 

Bullied

Poverty 

Lacking boundaries 

Lacking self-care 

Unhappy through wealth (not soul based money earned) 

Mistakes, failures, forgetfulness 

Grass is greener perspective

Depression 

Obsessive compulsive
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Become It - False Power - I will make you feel unworthy

 
Anger, rage 
Passive aggressive
Demeaning 
Controlling peoples freedom, safety 
Devaluing others - judgement 
Critical communication
Competitive - I AM better than you  
Obsessed with self-care 
Abusive
Neglectful 
Fear based love – I love you so you can’t do that 
Keeping you trapped by reminding you of your past, or potential hurt failures
or problems that could occur 
Keeping you small and afraid 
Creating codependency in others
Highlights others flaws and shortcomings
Pointing out mistakes and failures 
Brings up the past 
Belittles 
Judges 
Always ways their options – people are expendable … "Is there something
better out there”
Humiliates  
Feels joy when people fail 
False promises 
Conditional help 
Tries to make others better - pushes therapy, changing their looks or berates
their efforts of trying.
Criticizing looks or habits 
Creates neediness in others while feeling unattached 
Bully
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The echo effect explained – Affect verses effect  

I am not worthy program creates an echo manifestation just as you

are about to move through it.

Echo of I am not worthy

 
Having to wait on others for what you want- an answer, an investment, a big

life changing decision 

You will accidental hurt yourself or manifest illness

Not being paid 

Forgotten or canceled on 

Misunderstood

Purpose based sabotage – miss an interview, procrastinate your goal

Someone devaluing you 

You will manifest Not feeling supported

Others not being there for you

Unappreciated  in your actions

Not being chosen 

Being ghosted

Not feeling smart enough or not knowing how to do something you really need

to do

Being judged for asking for help 

Attracting lack and victim clients and people to you

Autoimmune, or disease 

Shame of the past interfering with your dreams 

Fear of failure, making mistakes, getting things wrong 

Allergens to animals 

Lack of boundaries
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Echo of I am not safe

 

Someone hurting you physically

Fear of the past happening again

Personal boundaries are violated 

Judgement from others - attack you for being you 

Something stolen from you 

You will manifest losing something  

House issues 

Strange body issues that trigger fear 

Allergies to food 

Accusations about you

Unable to stay or leave a situation or place - stuck 

Lack of money for something that is a NEED 

Unable to go where you want to go (stuck) 

Can't manifest work or cash flow 

Virus, long illness, bacteria, infection 

Weight struggles 

Unknown anxiety

Your needs are unimportant 

Difficulty in trusting others 

Lack of creativity
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Echo of I am not free

 
Tech issues 

Unable to work – attract or perform 

Unable to speak your truth 

Attacked for being authentic 

Manifest not being trusted by someone 

Unable to decide when presented choice

Panic attack that feel life threatening 

Inability to heal your own body 

Trapped in a commitment 

Others being in charge of your money 

Others fear and judgement of your desires 

Others limiting your choices 

Prior obligation that keeps you stuck 

Lacking choice due to fear of abandonment 

Fear of showing up – fear of rejection 

Manifests others around being free, manifesting their desired goal 

Manifest inability to move body quickly, twisted ankle 

Forgetfulness of important things 

Lack of purpose

Depression  

Boundaries not appreciated, take for heartlessness 

Guilt in leaving or taking action on your hearts desire

Lack of purpose and drive 

Allergens to the sun and environment


